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Abstract With the successful launch of FengYun-4A (FY-4A), the first satellite in a new Chinese
geostationary weather satellite series (FY-4 series), which carries a high spectral resolution infrared (IR)
sounder called GIIRS (Geosynchronous Interferometric Infrared Sounder), and vertical atmospheric profiles
can be obtained frequently at the regional scale. A fast radiative transfer model is a key component for
quantitative applications of GIIRS radiance measurements, including deriving soundings in near real time
for situation awareness and radiance assimilation in numerical weather prediction models. The weighted
least squares method on enhancing the accuracy of RTTOV (Radiative Transfer for TOVS) for GIIRS is
developed. Besides, currently, fast radiative transfer models for IR sensors are based on global training
profiles, since GIIRS is targeted for regional observations; it is beneficial for local weather related
applications using local training profiles, which better represent the characteristics of that weather regime.
A local training profile data set has been developed for GIIRS using the RTTOV approach, comparisons with
line-by-line radiative transfer model indicate that weighted least squares method provides better accuracy
(smaller root-mean-square error) in the brightness temperature simulation for the middlewave band of
GIIRS than the ordinary least squares method, and the local training profiles have further remarkable
improvements on brightness temperature simulation over the global training profiles, especially for GIIRS
longwave band. The methods can be applied to RTTOV development for other IR sensors onboard the
geostationary satellites.

1. Introduction

To improve our knowledge of atmospheric thermodynamics, an effective approach is to use radiance
measurements from the high spectral infrared (IR) sounders (or the advanced IR sounders; Menzel et al.,
2018), which provide temperature and constituent profiles at a higher accuracy and vertical resolution than
the classic IR sounders such as the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (Smith et al., 1979) and the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) Sounder (Menzel & Purdom, 1994). The advanced
IR sounders, such as the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (Chahine et al., 2006) onboard the Earth Observing
System Aqua platform, the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) onboard the MetOp-A and
MetOp-B satellites (Hilton et al., 2012), and the Cross-Track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) onboard Suomi National
Polar-orbiting Partnership and Joint Polar orbit Satellite System series (Goldberg et al., 2013), have proved
that the assimilation of radiances from those sounders has a significant positive impact on global and
regional numerical weather prediction (NWP; Le Marshall et al., 2006; J. Li et al., 2016; McNally et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2015, 2014, 2017). Similar to IASI and CrIS, the Geosynchronous Interferometric Infrared
Sounder (GIIRS) onboard the FengYun-4 (FY-4) series (Yang et al., 2017) is a Fourier transform spectrometer
based on a classic Michelson instrument with a 0.8-cm�1 maximum optical path difference. The GIIRS spectral
range is divided into two bands, with band 1 (longwave band) ranging from 700 to 1,130 cm�1 and band 2
(middlewave band) ranging from 1,650 to 2,250 cm�1. Band 1 is mainly designed for atmospheric
temperature and ozone sounding, while band 2 is used primarily for atmospheric humidity sounding. With
a unapodized spectral resolution of 0.625 cm�1, the two bands have 689 and 961 channels, respectively.
Unlike the first three advanced IR sounders, which are in polar orbit, GIIRS is the first high spectral resolution
advanced IR sounder onboard a geostationary weather satellite. Launched on 11 December 2016, FY4A is the
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first satellite among the second generation of the Chinese geostationary weather satellite series; the
remaining satellites of this series are planned to be launched from 2019 to 2025 and beyond (Yang et al.,
2017). Since severe weather warning, nowcasting and short-term forecasting require nearly continuous
monitoring of the vertical temperature and moisture structure of the atmosphere (Schmit et al., 2009), and
since GIIRS has an unprecedented advantage to observe the fast-changing water vapor and temperature
structures related to severe weather events (J. Li et al., 2011, 2012), FY4A will provide vital information
necessary for enhancing nowcasting and NWP services, for example, improve local severe storm short range
forecast via data assimilation (Z. Li et al., 2018). Besides the GIIRS sensor, the two other main advanced
instruments onboard the FY-4A platform are the Advanced Geosynchronous Radiation Imager (AGRI) and
Lightning Mapping Imager. Together, they provide important measurements for applications on severe
weather monitoring, warning, and forecasting.

For most applications of satellite-based IR radiances for NWP, notably satellite data assimilation and
atmospheric profile retrieval, an accurate and fast radiative transfer model (RTM) is required to simulate
radiances with specific atmosphere profiles as input. The most widely used fast RTMs in the world are
represented by the Radiative Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) model developed by the NWP Satellite
Application Facility from European Organisation for Exploitation of Meteorological Satellite (Eyre, 1991;
Matricardi et al., 2001; Saunders et al., 1999) and the Community Radiative Transfer Model developed by
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Joint Center for Satellite Data Assimilation
(Chen et al., 2010, 2008). The core of fast RTM is a fast transmittance calculation (transmittance model) that
is parameterized by a database of accurate line-by-line (LBL) transmittances computed from a set of diverse
atmospheric profiles, which makes the fast RTM computationally efficient and of high accuracy (Matricardi,
2008) for applications. Therefore, one of the important factors that affect the uncertainty of fast RTM radi-
ance simulation is the high spectral resolution transmittance database produced from diverse atmospheric
profiles with an LBL model, along with a parameterization scheme for fast transmittance calculation.
Research has been conducted on the enhancement and assessment of the RTTOV model, including asses-
sing the accuracy of different LBL models (Matricardi, 2005, 2008), improving the parameterization scheme
(Matricardi, 2008), and selecting a new set of global profiles for the transmittance database (Matricardi,
2008). In general, the set of training profiles used as input to various LBL models is chosen to represent
the range of variation in both atmospheric temperature and constituents in the global atmosphere.
Because GIIRS sounder only covers a specific region, a set of regional or local training profiles can better
represent the atmospheric conditions within the FY-4A GIIRS observation coverage. It makes more sense
to use local training profiles in a fast RTM for the geostationary advanced IR sounder, especially for regional
weather applications.

This study focuses on (1) enhancing and assessing RTTOV GIIRS with weighted least squares (WLS) method
and (2) developing local training profiles for RTTOV GIIRS built on the methodology from (1). The first part
of this paper is to develop a new methodology for generating the fast model coefficients for any IR sensor,
while the second part of the paper is to develop the local training profiles for RTTOV GIIRS coefficients built
on the selected methodology from the first part. In the first part, the WLS method on improving the accuracy
of RTTOV coefficients is developed and selected. In the second part, the local training profiles are developed
and show improvements on the brightness temperature (BT) simulation over the global training profiles,
which is beneficial to local weather related applications when using GIIRS measurements. The method can
be applied to develop the fast RTMs for IR bands of geostationary imagers such as the Advanced Baseline
Imager onboard the GOES-R series (Schmit et al., 2005), the Advanced Himawari Imager onboard
Himawari-8/-9 (Bessho et al., 2016), and the AGRI onboard FY-4 series (Yang et al., 2017) and sounders such
as the current GOES Sounder, the GIIRS onboard the FY-4 series, and the InfraRed Sounder onboard future
Meteosat Third Generation series, for local weather related applications such as data assimilation in NWP
models, and efficient profile retrieval (J. Li et al., 2000; J. Zhang et al., 2014; K Zhang et al., 2016) for situation
awareness and nowcasting.

This paper is organized as follows. The RTMs and profile database used in the study are described in section 2.
The regression methods adopted for enhancing the fast RTM using the common global training profiles,
along with the evaluations are explained in section 3. The method for further enhancing the fast RTM for
GIIRS using local training profiles, along with the assessment, is described in section 4. Summary and future
works are given in section 5.
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2. Training Data Set and RTMs
2.1. Database

Both local and global training profiles are used to generate two versions of RTTOV regression coefficients for
GIIRS, respectively. The global training profile data set contains 83 profiles generated at the European Centre
of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) by Matricardi (2008), which are sampled from a large profile
database described in Chevallier et al. (2006). The global training profiles have been widely used for generat-
ing coefficients for various satellite sensors at ECMWF for satellite data assimilation. The other profile data-
base, called SeeBor Version 5.0 (Borbas et al., 2005) and was created at the Cooperative Institute for
Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, consists of 15,704 global
atmospheric profiles of temperature, moisture, and ozone at 101 pressure levels for clear-sky conditions.
The profiles are generated from several databases, including NOAA-88, an ECMWF 60-L training set, TIGR-3,
ozonesondes from eight NOAA Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory sites, and radiosondes from
2004 in the Sahara desert. The SeeBor Version 5.0 database used here is mainly for producing a set of local
training profiles based on the atmospheric characteristics of the FY4A GIIRS observation coverage. In addi-
tion, independent test profiles for assessing the simulation accuracy of RTTOV GIIRS regression coefficients
are also selected from the SeeBor Version 5.0 database.

2.2. RTMs

RTTOV is a fast RTM for TOVS originally developed at ECMWF in the early 1990s (Eyre, 1991). Subsequently,
the codes have gone through several updates (Matricardi et al., 2001; Saunders et al., 1999), more recently
within the European Organisation for Exploitation of Meteorological Satellite NWP Satellite Application
Facility. RTTOV v11.2 is the version adopted here. An important feature of the RTTOV model that is essential
for NWP is that it provides not only fast and accurate calculations of the forward radiances but also fast com-
putation of the Jacobian matrix, which are the partial derivatives of the channel radiances with respect to the
model input variables, such as temperature and gas concentration that influences those radiances (Chen
et al., 2010).

As discussed, the RTTOV fast transmittance algorithm requires accurate transmittances from an LBL model.
The LBL model selected in this study is version 12.6 of the line-by-line radiative transfer model (LBLRTM)
developed at Atmospheric and Environmental Research Inc. and derived from the Fast Atmospheric
Signature Code (Clough et al., 1989, 1981, 1992, 2005). To describe the effects of pressure and Doppler line
broadening, the Voigt line shape is calculated at all atmospheric levels, which provides the foundation for
the LBLRTM line shape. Requisite modifications to the Voigt line shape have been implemented based on
analyses of laboratory and atmospheric spectra including line coupling and the water vapor continuum
(Clough et al., 2005; Matricardi, 2008, 2009). LBLRTM provides spectral radiance calculations with high accura-
cies and that are consistent with the measurements against which they are validated. As described in
Matricardi (2007), the LBL model errors mainly come from insufficient knowledge of basic spectroscopy
rather than the computational scheme adopted in the codes.

3. Methodologies for RTTOV GIIRS With Global Training Profiles
3.1. Generation of RTTOV GIIRS Global Coefficients

A prerequisite for RTTOV model forward simulation is generating the regression coefficients for various sen-
sors. To generate RTTOV global coefficients for GIIRS, an accurate monochromatic transmittance database
calculated from a set of global diverse atmospheric profiles over the GIIRS spectral range is needed. The glo-
bal training profiles used here are explained in section 2.1 above. The monochromatic transmittance data-
base first generated from the LBLRTM will then be convolved with the appropriate GIIRS instrument
spectral response function (SRF) to obtain corresponding channel transmittances, which become the data
points in the regression. Finally, the regression coefficients (RTTOV GIIRS global coefficients) are produced
by a selected set of predictors, which are called as v7 predictors in the RTTOV model (Matricardi &
Saunders, 1999).

Note that the v7 predictors mainly relate to the variable as temperature, humidity, and ozone concentration.
Only H2O and O3 are treated as variable gases in this version of RTTOV GIIRS model. Besides, there are several
points stated why hamming apodization is applied to the GIIRS interferograms. Generally, interferograms
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such as IASI and CrIS will be applied with apodization window to produce a channel response function that is
localized and has small side lobes. And the hamming apodization is used in that the inverse transformation
can be used to readily convert computed hamming apodized spectra to spectra computed for other
apodization functions. So the SRF of the GIIRS instrument used for simulation is equal to the inverse
Fourier transform of a hamming function which has been truncated with a 0.8 cm�1 maximum optical
path difference. Take the SRF of the GIIRS instrument over 700 cm�1 as an illustration. It can be seen from
Figure 1 that spectral crosstalk of SRF will be substantially decreased by adding the hamming apodization
window than unapodizated.

The last key step of generating RTTOV GIIRS global coefficients is to solve a multiple linear regression pro-
blem. It is common to consider adopting the least squares method for a regression problem. One disadvan-
tage of ordinary least squares (OLS) method is that its estimates can behave badly when the residual error
distribution is not normal. Mostly, 83 training profiles with six viewing angles (the secant varies from 1 to
2.25 with an interval of 0.25) will produce 498 samples for each regression. However, quite meaningless
negative channel transmittances are created by the LBLRTM or in the procedure of convolution, especially
for the channels detecting upper atmosphere. It may turn to be a linear regression problem with small
samples for certain channels, which implies the effect of abnormal data on regression accuracy will be
intensified in this case. The WLS method (robust regression) is considered here for its feature on eliminat-
ing the overlarge influence of abnormal data. In addition, threshold value method (limit the transmittances
used in the regression by threshold value) is also to be tested since it may have the similar role on
abnormal data.

The WLS method (robust regression) is to use a fitting criterion that is not as sensitive as OLS method to
abnormal data and influential points, which is also known as M-estimation that introduced by Huber
(1964). This WLS method has a high level of robustness and can be regarded as a generalization of
maximum-likelihood estimation (Fox & Weisberg, 2011). Assuming the linear model for ith of n observations:

yi ¼ β0 þ β1xi1 þ β2xi2 þ⋯þ βmxim þ εi ¼ xi
Tβ þ εi (1)

Given an estimator b for β, equation (1) is equal to

Figure 1. The illustration of the hypothetical spectral response function of the Geosynchronous Interferometric Infrared
Sounder over 700 cm�1 applying the (a) unapodization window and (b) hamming window.
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yi
^ ¼ b0 þ b1xi1 þ b2xi2 þ⋯þ bmxim þ ei ¼ xi

T b (2)

where ei is the residuals given byei ¼ yi � yi
^
. For M-estimation, the estimates b are determined byminimizing

the particular objective function:

∑
n

i¼1
ρ eið Þ ¼ ∑

n

i¼1
ρ yi � xTi b
� �

(3)

where function ρ should meet the following requirements: (1) nonnegative, (2) equal to 0 when its argument
is 0, (3) symmetric, and (4) monotone; if differentiating the objective function with respect to the coefficients
b and setting the partial derivatives to 0, equation (3) can be changed as

∑
n

i¼1
ψ yi � xTi b
� �

xTi ¼ 0 (4)

where ψ is the derivation of ρ and ψ is called the influence curve. For simplicity, define the weight function
w(e) = ψ(e)/e, equation (4) can be written as

∑
n

i¼1
wi yi � xi

T
� �

xTi ¼ 0 (5)

Therefore, the problem is equivalent to a WLS problem. From description above, it is obvious that the esti-
mated coefficients depend on the weights, while the weights rely on the residuals and the residuals rely
on the estimated coefficients. An iterative solution using following steps is required to get the estimated
coefficients:

1. Obtain the initial estimates b(0)and residual e(0), it is generally obtained by the OLS method.
2. Calculate the initial weighting function w(0)with residual e(0).
3. Solve for new WLS estimates by the equation b(1) = (XTW0X)

�1XTW0Y
4. Calculate the new residual e(1)and weighting function w(1)

5. Repeat the steps 3 and 4 until the estimated coefficients converge.

Frequently used objective functions for M-estimators contain least squares function, Huber function and bis-
quare function. In this study, the bisquare function is adopted and its expression is

ρ eð Þ ¼
k2

6
1� 1� e

k

� �2
� �3( )

for ej j≤k

k2=6 for ej j > k

8>><
>>: (6)

in which e is the residual and k is called a tuning constant. Tuning constants give coefficients estimates that
are approximately 95% as statistically efficient as the OLS estimates, provided that the response has a normal
distribution with no outliers. We use k = 4.685σ for the bisquare, where σ is the standard deviation of the
errors and σ = MAR/0.6745, where MAR is the median absolute residual.

Next, four schemes are carried out to study the impact of different regression methods on BT simulation
accuracy:

Scheme 1: OLS method or OLS for simplicity,
Scheme 2: OLS method + threshold value or OLS + threshold for simplicity,
Scheme 3: WLS method or WLS for simplicity, and
Scheme 4: WLS method + threshold value or WLS + threshold for simplicity.

The accuracy of RTTOV forward BT simulations is assessed by comparisons between RTTOV GIIRS with global
training profile using the above four schemes, respectively, and LBLRTM calculations. When simulating the
channel radiances from LBLRTM, the radiance spectrum will be convolved with the same SRF used in the cal-
culation of channel transmittances. As a rule, the accuracy of a fast RTMmodel simulation is quantified by the
bias and root-mean-square error (RMSE) using LBLRTM calculations as references (true). Usually, there are two
different ways for evaluating a fast RTM (Saunders et al., 1999), one is called dependent evaluation that uses
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the same profiles in generating the RTTOV coefficients for evaluation, while another one is called
independent evaluation that uses randomly selected profiles out of the profiles in generating the RTTOV
coefficients for evaluation. Evaluations of four schemes with dependent training profiles at six viewing
angles are shown in Figure 2. It shows that both the threshold value method and WLS method have larger
improvements on BT simulation accuracy than the OLS method, especially for the middlewave band. The
OLS + threshold method and WLS + threshold method perform best over the entire GIIRS spectrum. The
major improvements from the threshold value method than the OLS method are mainly found around
1,650- to 1,900-cm�1 spectral region associated with strong water vapor absorption lines. The main
improvements from WLS method are also found from 1,650- to 1,900-cm�1 spectral region that contains
most water vapor channels of GIIRS. However, Figure 2c reveals the WLS method preforms relatively
poorly for the 2,000- to 2,100-cm�1 spectral region. The results are from dependent comparisons using the
same global training profiles; the independent comparisons are further conducted below.

3.2. Independent Evaluation of RTTOV GIIRS Global Coefficients

Assessing the performance of global coefficients requires adequate testing profiles that are independent of
the training profiles. The FY-4A GIIRS is designed primarily for detecting the atmospheric vertical structure
over the China and its adjacent regions (15°–55°N, 70°–140°E) continuously. Considering the fact that the
atmospheric profiles commonly vary with latitudes, the whole region for selecting the testing profiles is
divided into four latitudes, which are labeled as Lat1 (15°–25°N, 70°–140°E), Lat2 (25°–35N, 70°–140°E), Lat3
(35°–45°N, 70°–140°E), and Lat4 (45°–55°N, 70°–140°E), respectively. Accordingly, 50 independent testing pro-
files located within each of the four latitudes are randomly chosen from the CIMSS SeeBor Version 5.0 data-
base. There are a total of 1,200 samples (200 test profiles and 6 corresponding viewing angles) used for
evaluation on BT simulation accuracy.

Evaluations of the four schemes for the forward BT simulation accuracy with independent testing profiles are
exhibited in Figure 3. Same conclusions could be drawn that the OLS + threshold method, the WLS method,
and the WLS + threshold method have better performance than the OLS method, which has a 10.87%,

Figure 2. Mean bias and RMSE (unit: K) of the BT simulation differences between RTTOV Geosynchronous Interferometric
Infrared Sounder and line-by-line radiative transfer model tested by dependent training profiles at six viewing angles with
the RTTOV coefficients generated from European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 83 global training profiles;
(a–d) use the coefficients created by OLS method, OLS + threshold method, WLS method, and WLS + threshold, respec-
tively. BT = brightness temperature; OLS = ordinary least squares; RMSE = root-mean-square error; WLS = weighted least
squares; RTTOV = Radiative Transfer for TOVS.
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16.98%, and 21.02% improvement on BT simulation accuracy, respectively, over the entire GIIRS spectrum.
Similarly, the major improvements are mainly found over middlewave band. For middlewave band only,
there are 14.53%, 21.56%, and 26.96% improvements on BT simulation accuracy, respectively. However,
Figure 3b reveals that the OLS + threshold method does not perform as good as that from the dependent
training profiles, although its performance is still superior to the OLS method. It implies that the threshold
value method lacks robustness and cannot effectively substitute the WLS method. The WLS method
performs well for the most spectral regions of middlewave band, even for 2,000-to 2,100-cm�1 spectral
region where it does not work very well on dependent training profiles, and its performance is comparable
to OLS + threshold method. Figure 3d shows that the WLS method will have better performance if it is
combined with a reasonable threshold value.

Based on both the dependent and independent evaluations, it could be drawn that the WLS method or
WLS + threshold method is the most recommended approach for generating the sensor coefficients for
RTTOV model, although neither approach performs best for every channel. This method (WLS or
WLS + threshold) can be applied for generating RTTOV coefficients for any IR sensor onboard either polar
orbit or geostationary satellites. However, some limitations (e.g., does perform the best for every channel)
linked to the WLS method should be further studied, which will be our next research focus.

4. Methodologies for RTTOV GIIRS With Local Training Profiles
4.1. Development of Local Training Profiles for RTTOV GIIRS

GIIRS, as a geostationary advanced IR sounder, only observes a specific region (15°–55°N, 70°–140°E), so the
representation of global training profiles used for developing RTTOV GIIRS might not be optimal for regional
applications. The analyses on the comparison between using global training profiles and regional training
profiles are needed. In order to select the representative local training profiles, the selected region
(10°–60°N; 50°–160°E; labeled as local region) has been expanded from actual FY-4A GIIRS observation cover-
age. All the profiles of the SeeBor Version 5.0 database (hereafter referred to as global profiles) are counted

Figure 3. Mean bias and RMSE (unit: K) of the BT simulation differences between RTTOV Geosynchronous Interferometric
Infrared Sounder and line-by-line radiative transfer model assessed by 200 independent testing profiles at six viewing
angles with the RTTOV coefficients generated from European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 83 global
training profiles; (a–d) use the coefficients created by OLS method, OLS + threshold method, WLS method, and
WLS + threshold, respectively. BT = brightness temperature; OLS = ordinary least squares; RMSE = root-mean-square error;
WLS = weighted least squares; RTTOV = Radiative Transfer for TOVS.
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for the statistics of global atmospheric parameters, while the profiles located within the local region
(hereafter referred to local profiles) are calculated for the statics of local atmospheric parameters. This
analysis primarily focuses on the comparison of parameters such as temperature, humidity, and ozone
content. The statistic results of three parameters specific to two regions (global and local) are plotted in
Figure 4. The minimum, mean, and maximum values of global profiles and local profiles are shown in blue,
black, and red solid lines and dashed lines, respectively. Obviously, the local profiles tend to be warmer
and wetter than global profiles. And the variation range of temperature, humidity, and ozone of local
profiles is smaller. The differences of ozone concentration between two regions are largest including its
variation range and variability. In our opinion, a set of local training profiles will be better representing the
atmospheric conditions within the GIIRS observation coverage. It makes more sense to use local training
profiles in fast RTM for a geostationary advanced IR sounder.

The sampling strategy adopted in this research is called the constrained random selectionmethod, which has
been documented by Matricardi (2008) and Chevallier et al. (2006). The method has been adjusted appropri-
ately for RTTOV GIIRS development, and the modified sampling strategy for local training profiles has three
steps. The first step is to select the initial local training profiles from the ECMWF 83 global training profiles
based on local region (10°–60°N; 50°–160°E). A total of 14 profiles is selected in the first step; these profiles
are illustrated by the black dots in Figure 5.

The second step is to select the candidate profiles to be added into the initial local training profiles. With an
iterative approach based on the Euclidean distance quantity that measures the dissimilarity between two
atmospheric profiles, a set of candidate profiles are chosen using this iterative approach: The first atmo-
spheric profile is randomly taken from the SeeBor Version 5.0 database, and an alternative profile in the
remaining database is then taken if it has the largest Euclidean distance among the already selected profile

Figure 4. Statistics of temperature, water vapor, and ozone profiles within global and local region, respectively. The mini-
mum, mean, and maximum values of global profiles are shown in blue, black, and red solid lines. The minimum, mean, and
maximum values of local profiles are shown in blue, black, and red dashed line. The mean value is attached by a width of
twice the standard deviation.
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set; repeat this procedure until enough candidate profiles are selected. It is apparent that the size of the col-
lected profiles can be controlled based on the cycle index. The Euclidean distance is defined as follows:

D ¼ Min

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
N

l¼1

θi lð Þ � θj lð Þ
σθ lð Þ

	 
2
s

(7)

where θi(l)and θj(l) represent the variable at pressure level l for profile i (alternative profile) and j (already
selected profile), respectively; Involved variables include temperature, specific humidity, and specific
ozone;σθ(l) is the standard deviation of θj(l). The above approach has been applied to sample the temperature
profiles, the humidity profiles, and the ozone profiles, respectively, and the size of each independent profile
set has been limited to a total of 500. A candidate database made of 1265 profiles from local region has been
created after mixing the three separated sets of profiles.

The last step is to constrain the random profiles selection from candidate database. As suggested in
Matricardi (2008), it is necessary to have the training profiles at each pressure level to be distributed as uni-
formly as possible across the range covered by the profiles for optimizing the distribution of LBL transmit-
tances used in the regression. In addition to the 14 initial local training profiles selected from the global
training profiles, an additional 53 training profiles are further selected from the 1,265 candidate profiles.
Considering all the possible random permutation of 1,265 profiles, taking 53 at a time is too computationally
expensive to be conducted, the number of random permutations is limited to 108. The selection process is as
follows: In each loop, 53 additional profiles are randomly taken from the 1,265 candidate profiles, and they
are combined with the already selected initial 14 training profiles to form the local training profiles; then
all the temperature profiles, water vapor profiles, and ozone profiles of this local training set are divided into

67 bins at each pressure level. For each pressure level i, the number of profiles NTemperature
ij , NWatervapor

ij , and

NOzone
ij are computed in each bin j and the sum N is obtained using the following formula:

N ¼ ∑
101

i¼1
∑
67

j¼1
NTemperature
ij � 1Þ

� ������ þ ∑
101

i¼1
∑
67

j¼1
NWatervapor
ij � 1Þ

� ������ þ ∑
101

i¼1
∑
67

j¼1
NOzone
ij � 1Þ

� ������ ; (8)

In all the 108 loops, the ensemble of the profiles with the minimum value of N is the optimal set. In addition,
two profiles (minimum and maximum of 67 profiles) are added after the automatic selection of 53 profiles as
well as one more profile that computed as the average of the 69 profiles. Finally, there are 70 local training
profiles selected in total for generating the RTTOV GIIRS local coefficients. The geographical distribution of
the 70 local training profiles is shown in Figure 5, where the red dots denote local profiles sampled from
the CIMSS SeeBor global profile database.

Figure 5. Geographical distribution of the 70 local training profiles. Black and red dots denote training profiles sampled
from the European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 83 profile database and Cooperative Institute for
Meteorological Satellite Studies SeeBor profile database, respectively. Blue rectangle marks the selected region of local
training profiles.
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It should be noted that 200 testing profiles used above are excluded in the process of choosing local training
profiles to ensure that the testing profiles are absolutely independent of local training profiles.

4.2. Performance of RTTOV GIIRS Local Coefficients

The procedure of generating RTTOV GIIRS local coefficients is similar to that of global coefficients, which has
been explained in section 3.1 above. Unlike the ECMWF 83 global profiles used in RTTOV GIIRS global
coefficients, the 70 local training profiles described above are used to generate the RTTOV local coefficients.
Other sets such as GIIRS instrument SRF and regression predictors are kept consistent between global and
local coefficients.

Evaluations for RTTOV GIIRS local coefficients created by four schemes with 200 independent testing profiles
and six viewing angles are also conducted (results not shown). Likewise, the OLS + threshold method, WLS
method, and WLS + threshold method all have better performance than OLS method; besides, the
WLS + threshold method makes even larger improvement over other methods for local coefficients than
global coefficients. It indicates that WLS + threshold method performs better for local training profiles with
smaller sample size.

In order to understand the superiority of local training profiles over the global training profiles for GIIRS
RTTOV BT simulation, the evaluation is focused on the BT comparisons between using local coefficients
and global coefficients with WLS + threshold method (Scheme 4 in section 3), since the WLS + threshold
method performs best overall based on the dependent and independent evaluations mentioned in
section 3. Again, the LBLRTM BT calculations are used as references (true) in the comparisons. RMSEs of BT
differences between RTTOV GIIRS and LBLRTM are calculated from 200 independent testing profiles at six
viewing angles (see Figure 6a); overall, the BT simulation accuracy of local coefficients is higher than that
of global coefficients with a 11.70% improvement. For the longwave band, the improvements from local
coefficients are remarkable, and the larger ones occur in the spectral regions around 800 cm�1 associated
with CO2 lines, and 1,050 cm�1 associated with O3 lines. For the middlewave band, the improvements

Figure 6. (a) Mean RMSE (unit: K) of the brightness temperature simulation between global coefficients and local coeffi-
cients (scheme 4) over the entire Geosynchronous Interferometric Infrared Sounder spectrum accessed by 200 indepen-
dent testing profiles at six viewing angles. The green dots and red dots represent the RMSEs of global coefficients and local
coefficients, respectively. (b) Number of channels (unit: %) meeting the accuracy requirements (seven RMSE thresholds)
based onmean RMSE of brightness temperature simulation using global coefficients and local coefficients accessed by 200
independent testing profiles. RMSE = root-mean-square error.
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from local coefficients are founded from 1,900- to 2,100-cm�1 spectral region associated with interfering
H2O, N2O, and CO lines. Figure 6b shows the number of channels meeting the accuracy requirements
(seven RMSE thresholds) based on mean RMSE of BT differences between global coefficients and local
coefficients, respectively, from 200 testing profiles at six viewing angles. Seven RMSE thresholds range
from 0.05 to 0.35 K with an interval of 0.05 K. It can be seen that there are more channels meeting the
0.05-K accuracy standard with local coefficients than with global coefficients, which also indicates the
superiority of local coefficients for GIIRS RTTOV.

For further analysis of the difference between global training profiles and local training profiles, statistical
comparisons of temperature, water vapor, and ozone concentration between global training profiles and
local training profiles are displayed in Figure 7. For temperature and ozone, the differences between local
training profiles and global training profiles are relatively obvious, which is consistent with the results in
Figure 4. The statistic patterns of temperature and ozone of local training profiles are closer to overall char-
acteristics of profiles located within local region, which might be the main reason that there is a better per-
formance on temperature and ozone channels with local coefficients. It should be noted that the BT
simulation accuracy of several channels with central wavenumbers around 1,850 cm�1 is distinctly lower
from local coefficients. These channels can be excluded in the applications of GIIRS observations (e.g., in
NWP assimilation and atmospheric profile retrieval). In order to further understand the improvement from
local training profiles, the independent testing profiles are divided into four latitudes regions, which are
labeled as Lat1 (15°–25°N, 70°–140°E), Lat2 (25°–35°N, 70°–140°E), Lat3 (35°–45°N, 70°–140°E), and Lat4
(45°–55°N, 70°–140°E), respectively. There are 50 independent testing profiles in each latitude region. The
BT simulation accuracies of global and local coefficients for the four latitudes are shown in Figure 8, using
again the LBLRTM BT calculations as references (true). It can be seen that the BT simulation accuracy of local
coefficients is higher than that of global coefficients no matter in which latitude region. Local coefficients

Figure 7. Statistics of atmospheric temperature, water vapor, and ozone of global training profiles and local training pro-
files, respectively. The minimum, mean, and maximum values of global training profiles are shown in blue, black, and red
solid lines. The minimum, mean, and maximum values of local training profiles are shown in blue, black, and red dashed
lines. The mean value is attached by a width of twice the standard deviation.
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have a 11.9%, 14.10%, 14.39%, and 5.06% improvement over global training coefficients on BT simulation
accuracy for the four latitudes, respectively. The improvements from local coefficients over global
coefficients for Lat2 and Lat3 are more remarkable than those for Lat1 and Lat4, which implies the local
coefficients perform better for profiles in the nonextreme atmospheric conditions. No doubt that the local
coefficients will perform better on the BT simulation in general, although for some specific channels with
central wavenumber around 1,700 to 1,800 cm�1, the performance of local coefficients is slightly
degraded. The comprehensive performances on BT simulation for each channel can be used together with
other criteria in channel selection (J. Li & Han, 2017), for example, to keep those channels with BT
simulation accuracy less dependent on the RTM training profiles and the atmospheric conditions.

5. Summary and Future Work

It should be noted that the fast RTM in clear skies has two components: the atmospheric radiation and the
surface radiation. In this study, the focus is on the atmospheric radiative calculation, which is reflected by
the atmospheric transmittance model. Having the specific transmittance model, any surface type with
surface skin temperature and emissivity can be coupled together with transmittance model to generate
the satellite radiance at top of the atmosphere for a given spectral IR channel. Detailed explanation of the
components of top of the atmospheric radiance can be found in Saunders et al. (1999). In addition, the cloud
scattering and absorptionmodel can be coupled with clear-sky atmospheric transmittancemodel, along with
surface contribution to form the fast RTM in cloudy skies (J. Li et al., 2005, 2017, 2004).

Evaluations of BT simulations using RTTOV GIIRS coefficients generated from global training profiles with OLS
method, threshold value method, and WLS method, respectively, indicate the following:

1. Both the threshold value method and WLS have better performances on BT simulation accuracy than OLS
method. The improvements are mainly found in the middlewave band, which is associated with strong
water vapor absorption lines.

2. The WLS method has higher level of robustness than the threshold value method. The WLS + threshold
method is the most recommended approach for generating RTTOV coefficients for any IR sensor.

Figure 8. Mean RMSE (unit: K) of the brightness temperature simulation using local coefficients and global coefficients over
the entire Geosynchronous Interferometric Infrared Sounder spectrum assessed by the independent testing profiles from
four different latitude regions. RMSE = root-mean-square error.
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The RTTOV GIIRS has been enhanced further by combining WLS + threshold method and the local training
profiles. Evaluations of BT simulation accuracy from the global and local coefficients indicate the following:

3. RTTOV forward BT simulation errors for GIIRS are decreased overall by using the local coefficients. BT
simulation accuracy from local coefficients has a 11.9%, 14.10%, 14.39%, and 5.06% improvement over
the global coefficients for four different latitude regions, respectively. It implies that the local training
profiles can enhance the RTTOV GIIRS accuracy especially in the nonextreme atmospheric conditions.
There are more channels meeting the 0.05-K simulation accuracy standards by using local coefficients
than using global coefficients accessed by independent testing profiles.

4. Major improvements from local coefficients are found in the longwave band. The largest ones occur in the
regions around 800 cm�1 associated with CO2 absorption lines and 1,050 cm�1 associated with O3 lines.
Since local training profiles can better represent the atmospheric conditions within the GIIRS observation
coverage, especially for variables such as atmospheric temperature and ozone, the BT simulation accuracy
from local coefficients is obviously higher than that from the global coefficients, especially for CO2 and
ozone absorption spectral regions.

Combined WLS + threshold method and the local training profiles is used for RTTOV GIIRS coefficients in this
study, the approach can also be applied to RTTOV development for other geostationary sensors such as AGRI
onboard FY-4 series, Advanced Baseline Imager onboard the GOES-R series, Advanced Himawari Imager
onboard Himawari-8/-9, and InfraRed Sounder onboard the future Meteosat Third Generation series, for local
weather applications such as assimilating high solution water vapor information from advanced geostation-
ary imagers for improving heavy precipitation forecast (Wang et al., 2018). It should be noted that although
local training profiles show superiority on global training profiles for GIIRS and could benefit regional weather
related applications, the global coefficients are still useful for intercalibration between different geostationary
IR sensors for consistent climate data record.
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